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  Abstract 

We propose a lightweight construction, a modification of Vanstone’s MAC construction, 
for the message authentication of the communication between Electronic Control Units 
(ECUs) in distributed car control systems. The proposed approach can solve the task of 
error control and authentication in unified algorithmic technology, called MAC (Mes-
sage Authentication Code) with ECC (Error Correction Code). We follow a provable 
approach in the design of the cryptographic primitive, where we quantify the security 
measures in the parameters of the system. Provable security approaches are missing in 
the field of secure in-vehicle communication.   
 

Keywords 

Secure in-vehicle communication, Lightweight authentication, MAC with error correc-
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1. Introduction 

Many mechanical systems in automobiles have been replaced by electronic systems. There 

are simpler tasks like wiper control and also safety-critical functions like anti-lock brake 

controls and airbags. The safety-critical functions are typically time-critical. There are 

standard communication protocols for the communication between embedded systems in 

automobiles. The CAN (Controller Area Network) protocol [1] was initially developed for 

the automotive industry. Nowadays, CAN is used in many other real-time applications, in 

industrial and home automation and medical equipment. Further widespread used protocols 

are CAN FD, LIN, FlexRay, and Automotive Ethernet. Motivated by the low-cost nature 

of automotive components, the Electronic Control Units (ECUs) have considerably less 

computational resources and data rates than standard computers.   

 The CAN bus by design is not secure, it describes the communication protocol [1].  
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The behavior of connected devices can be manipulated and compromised which may lead 

to the capability of modifying the behavior of the vehicle [2].  A malicious adversary 

might try to inject messages or to change messages unnoticed [3][4], [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].  A 

malicious attacker must not have the ability to take the control of critical systems inside 

the vehicle via modification or fabrication of messages transmitted on the bus. Therefore 

secure authentication of forwarded messages has to be guaranteed. The other group of at-

tacks aims at privacy, such as privacy of speech communication over microphone signals, 

location privacy (GPS data), id privacy (the identity of vehicle occupants) [11].  

 

Several cryptography-based solutions have been proposed to prevent attacks. Message Au-

thentication Codes (MACs) are based on symmetric cryptography, allowing fast and effi-

cient computation, especially on ECUs with limited computational power. Paper [12] pro-

posed the use of MACs for authentication proposes in CAN. In work [13] the authors did 

the same for FlexRay protocol, where they proposed the TESLA protocol.  While TESLA 

supports sender authentication, it does not authenticate the messages. Recall, TESLA pro-

tocols are a family of related lightweight authentication protocols, designed to provide au-

thenticated broadcast capabilities. However, the time delays introduced by the TESLA (by 

its very idea of construction) contradict the strict latency requirement in automotive appli-

cations.  

 Paper [14] proposes the key-hashed message authentication code HMAC to hash the 

messages for message authentication. However, by its computational complexity running 

it on resource-restricted ECU processor is not a viable solution.  

 Protocol LiBrA-CAN ([8]) authenticates senders at the receiving ECUs via Mixed 

Message Authentication Codes (M-MACs). Keys are pre-shared and assigned to groups of 

ECUs. There are no key exchanges. 

 Protocol CANAuth ([14]) allows broadcast authentication and keys are assigned for 

message groups. CANAuth also requires pre-shared keys. There are no key exchanges. 

 Paper ([15]) proposes a security framework for vehicular systems (VeCure).  They 

divide the ECUs into two categories the low-trust group and the high-trust group. All the 

ECUs in the latter group share a (long-term) secret symmetric key for message authentica-

tion using a keyed SHA-3 hash function. Their main idea is to use offline (pre-) computa-

tions to minimize the online message processing delay. 

 Protocol LeiA [4] assumes tamper-resistant memory on ECUs that stores shared life-

time keys. Session keys are used for keying the MAC algorithm for message authentication. 

The session keys are generated from the long-term key using the same MAC algorithm and 

are changed periodically. The idea is that if the session key becomes compromised, the 

attacker can compute valid MACs only until the epoch changes (under the assumption that 

long-term keys are safe). No concrete algorithm for MAC is mentioned, they assume a 

MAC with EU-CMA security. (In contrast, we construct a MAC with such type security.)  

 In approach LASAN ([10]) a complete arsenal of public-key cryptography and hard-

ware support is assumed (like secure timestamps, public key certificates, hardware security 
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module (HSM) at a trusted ECU and tamperproof key storages at each ECU). The initial 

key exchange between the ECUs and the security module is based on a public-key algo-

rithm. One of their ideas is to run these computational expensive tasks off-line when the 

vehicle is not in use. During this off-line phase (called ECU authentication) the security 

module authenticates to all ECUs and all ECUs authenticate to the module, furthermore, a 

symmetric ECU key is established for all ECU. In the online phase, cryptographic compu-

tations are fully controlled by the security module. For encryption of messages transmitted 

between ECUs, unique  keystreams are generated and sent to the ECUs by the module on 

request of ECUs. Their other idea (called stream authorization) eliminates the need for 

explicit authentication directly between pairs of ECUs. A drawback of security solutions 

based on HSM is that they are costly and require additional physical area and power.  

 Note, even public key technology cannot eliminate the exposure of private keys to 

compromising attacks on ECUs as the private part of the key pair needs such protection. 

The approach in [16] tries to minimize this problem by avoiding long-term keys on ECUs. 

They assume that a special physical source of entropy (PUF, Physically Unclonable Func-

tion) is deployed on each ECUs and also on a key server. (A PUF can generate unique 

random elements and can reproduce it when it is queried with the same challenge value.) 

 The key server plays the role of a simplified public key directory. Each time when the 

engine is ignited a registration phase is run and each ECU generates a new public-private 

key pair using the PUF. The public keys of all ECUs are sent to the key server and stored 

on the server. The private part is erased. Note, this communication phase is unprotected, 

the public key is transmitted without any cryptographic protection (authentication), so a 

timely adversary may attack this transmission. This is a serious vulnerability as this public 

key is used in the subsequent phase as an authenticator tag (see subsequently).  

 The session key establishment between two ECUs goes as follows. The ECU regener-

ates the same public/private key pair by using the PUF. The ECU initiating the key estab-

lishment and the server generate an auxiliary symmetric key, by applying public-key algo-

rithm ECC DH on input the public key of the server and the private key of the ECU (note, 

already we are in the online phase of computation and a public key algorithm is used). The 

public key of the ECU is encrypted with the auxiliary key. The server decrypts the plaintext 

(i.e. the public key) and compares it to the registered one (the decryption key is computed 

from the secret key of the server and the public key of the ECU). The server sends the list 

of ECUs public keys encrypted with the public key of the requesting ECU. Now, the initi-

ating ECU can establish a session key with the wanted peer ECU by sending random ele-

ments encrypted with the party’s public key (note, another public key algorithm is used). 

Once the session key is established the ECUs erase the private key.  

 In sum, this approach efficiently decreases the time the private key of ECUs is ex-

posed. Note, however, the private key is implicitly stored in the PUF, therefore an adver-

sary accessing the PUF can regenerate the key. There is an unprotected phase of commu-

nication and several different algorithms have to be run to establish a single session key 

between two ECUs. Furthermore, public key algorithms are run in the online phase.  
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For computational complexity reasons, most of the proposals are based on symmetric-key 

primitives. The purpose of the choice is to reduce latency in time-critical real-time com-

munication. Typically, related primitives include the AES encryption algorithm for privacy 

protection, the AES-based Cipher-based Message Authentication Code (CMAC) and 

keyed hash functions (HMAC (e.g. [14]), SHA-3 (e.g. [15]) for message authentication. 

Proposals have also been made to use public-key cryptography (e.g. [16], [10].  

 One of the fundamental problems is secure key management for the automotive envi-

ronment. The proposed solutions show a wide variety. It is a difficult task to strike a balance 

between cost, latency requirement, and security. At one end pre-programmed, lifetime 

group keys (e.g. [14],[15],[8]), at the other adapted public key management (e.g. [16]).  

This important problem is open, there is no final solution yet. 

  The current ECU architecture can only be loaded with limited computational overhead. 

In contrast, cryptographic algorithms are typically computationally intensive. Separate spe-

cial hardware components are needed to resolve this contradiction within the recent archi-

tecture. Examples of related suggestions are Secure Hardware Extension (SHE) [17], se-

curity module [10], key server [16], tamperproof key storage [4].  

 

  In this work, we present a construction for a symmetric-key lightweight MAC algo-

rithm with a formal proof of security. Our proved claims quantify the corresponding secu-

rity notions in variables of system dimensions. This provides the advantage of finding 

trade-offs between dimensions-related complexity and the level of security. The approach 

is inherently able to handle the tasks of authentication and error control together in a unified 

computational approach.   

 The full-fledged realization remains also provably secure under the reasonable as-

sumption that AES in CTR mode generates a pseudorandom stream. (Informally, a pseu-

dorandom stream cannot be distinguished from the ideally random one for an efficient ad-

versary except a negligible probability.) This implies security even against quantum attack-

ers: when the one-time stream is realized with AES-CTR mode keystream it remains quan-

tum secure when the key length of the underlying AES is doubled [18]. Recall, post-quan-

tum security may be a decisive advantage even within 10 years.  

 As for the complexity of our construction, one-time pads, MAC keys can be generated 

independently from the (next) message(s) between peer ECUs (in sync with the peer). It 

follows that the MAC generator polynomials can also be precomputed. Therefore, the as-

sociated computational load can be eliminated from the online computational complexity 

of MAC. It follows the on-line computation complexity of MAC is essentially equivalent 

to a CRC computation over the field the MAC is constructed.  

 A further advantage of the construction is that generation and verification of the MAC 

can be started as the first message elements arrive, i.e. there is no need to wait for the full 

message to arrive. Indeed, the division by the precomputed generator polynomial provides 

this possibility. 
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 Instead of error detection and automatic retransmissions, it is better to have an option 

of error correction capability. The optional use means the following: the error control code 

can run in error detection mode, and when an erroneous packet is detected there are two 

options, retransmission or error correction. Until the computational complexity of error 

correction is well below the complexity of the recomputation of cryptographic primitives 

(typical in case of a few errors), the built-in option improves the latency properties. Con-

sider the following related example.  

  

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give related works. In Section 

3 we present our constructions. Conclusions are given in Section 4. 

2. Related works  

An approach for the integration of MAC and error detection can be found in [19]. In some 

sense, this is the closest work to our approach. Briefly, they process a message to be for-

warded the following way. First MAC is computed (they use CMAC) and truncated to a 

small size. The truncated MAC is appended to the message and CRC is computed for the 

extended message. In the last step, the truncated MAC is removed and the message is for-

warded together with the CRC. Intuitively, this keyed CRC implicitly will incorporate 

“some information” from the MAC. No analysis (not to mention formal proof) is presented 

about quantifiable security properties.  

 

Our main result is a lightweight MAC construction with formal proof of security. Addi-

tional value (and option) that error control can naturally be integrated into the MAC con-

struction. In contrast to the above-cited publications (except publication [19]) we use the 

attribute lightweight directly for the complexity of the MAC and not for the lightening of 

the surrounding key management. (Of course, our symmetric key construction can be used 

with any secure key management, in particular, with a secure session key protocol.) 

 Our solution envisions both privacy and authentication issues. We are considering 

symmetric key cryptographic primitives. Lightweight MAC authentication is combined 

with CTR mode encryption.  

 The idea of the construction comes from a classic result of Krawczyk [20]. Briefly and 

informally, the two parties (transmitter and receiver) chooses an ECC code from a large set 

of such codes using a symmetric secret key. Assuming the adversary cannot guess the cur-

rent key except a negligible probability, she will not know the algorithm for the computa-

tion of the MAC.  

 Error control capability can be integrated completely into the MAC construction. 

Vanstone’s [21] construction is essentially such an approach, they take randomly (and se-

cretly) an e-error correcting code from a set of codes with parameters (N,K,e) over GF(q). 

The receiver knowing the (symmetric) key can identify the actual code can run the error 

correction algorithm and remove the channel errors in the received packet. As the next step, 

the receiver verifies the MAC on the error-free packet. The elements of the root set of the 
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(MAC/ECC) generator polynomial are in fixed algebraic relation (according to the defini-

tion of the ECC code).  

 Our algorithm is a modification of Vanstone’s approach for improved characteristics. 

We divide the set of roots of the keyed MAC generator polynomial into two disjoint subsets.  

In one of the subsets, the roots are taken randomly from the whole set of roots, in the other 

subset the roots follow the algebraic relation dictated by the ECC code. By choosing the 

roots randomly we can increase the size of the set of the keyed MAC generator polynomials 

and we can set a finer trade-off between secrecy and error-control capabilities.  

 

The published security constructions for automotive applications almost exclusively miss 

formal proofs of security. We provide formal security proof for our MAC construction. 

One step of the construction uses a random pad ([20]). The security proof refers to the 

hybrid MAC protocol with an ideal random pad. The security guarantee is statistical, mean-

ing that the best strategy of an adversary is guessing the actual key. Concretely, we provide 

upper bounds on this probability of guessing in the parameters of the algorithm. In a full-

fledged realization for random pads, we can use the keystream generated in CTR mode by 

the AES algorithm. We can claim quantum security is extended for the full realization. 

Indeed, the attacks by using quantum Grover's algorithm against symmetric ciphers can be 

blocked effectively by doubling the key size [19]. Resistance to replay attacks is included 

in the construction. Furthermore, the construction allows offline precomputations:  the 

computation of MAC can be started as soon as the first message symbols are accessible 

(i.e. without waiting for the arrival of the whole message). 

3. Constructions  

The basic idea of the MAC construction from linear codes comes from the classic paper of 

Krawczyk [20]. A keyed CRC generator polynomial was used and the MAC was the CRC 

plus a random pad. Vanstone [21] noticed that an error correction capability is inherent in 

this construction. In construction [21] they propose to use linear error-correcting code (ECC) 

codes in Krawczyk’s construction. They choose a code randomly from a family of codes 

(Reed-Solomon or BCH codes) with a chosen parameter triplet (𝑁, 𝐾, 𝑡). They choose ran-

domly a generator polynomial 𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑔 (𝑥), where 𝑔 (𝑥), is the generator polynomial 

of a randomly chosen ECC code. They generate systematic cyclic code C with generator 

polynomial 𝐹 (𝑥). The systematic codeword 𝑐 = (𝑚, 𝑢) of code C consists of the mes-

sage (m) and the MAC (u), i.e. polynomial 𝑢(𝑥) is the polynomial remainder obtained by 

dividing polynomial 𝑚(𝑥)𝑥  by MAC generator polynomial 𝐹 (𝑥), 𝑧 = deg 𝐹 (𝑥). 

  

The idea of our modified construction and corresponding improvement is as follows. We 

also start from systematic cyclic ECC code over 𝐺𝐹(𝑞), where we also will consider binary 

(𝑞 = 2) and non-binary (𝑞 = 2 , 𝑚 > 1) codes. We compose generator polynomial 𝐹 (𝑥) 

from two-component polynomials. Assume 𝑔(𝑥) is a generator polynomial of the ECC. 

We choose also another polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) that is keyed with symmetric MAC-key k. The 
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only restriction on 𝑓 (𝑥) is that it is chosen relative prime to 𝑔(𝑥). Disjoint but otherwise 

randomly chosen root set is chosen for 𝑓 (𝑥). We generate systematic cyclic code C with 

generator polynomial 𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥)𝑔(𝑥). Note, a codeword 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 is also an ECC code-

word. Indeed, property 𝐹 (𝑥)|c(x) implies that 𝑔(𝑥)|c(x). Consequently, parity segment 

u (of systematic codeword 𝑐 = (𝑚, 𝑢)) is a symmetric key MAC with error correction ca-

pability. By choosing the roots of 𝑓 (𝑥) randomly we can increase the size of the set of the 

keyed MAC generator polynomials and we can set a finer trade-off between secrecy and 

error control capabilities.    

 Telling otherwise, we have increased the variability of MAC generator polynomials 

within the construct. Note, the set of roots of Vanstone’s polynomial 𝑔 (𝑥) must meet rig-

orous algebraic constraint (by the rules of the code construction), in contrast, the roots of 

component polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) are chosen at random from the set of all roots (except the 

roots of 𝑔(𝑥)). Note, polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) does not require further algebraic properties, only 

the number of such polynomials is important. 

 We adapt the definitions of security measures from [20], [21].   

3.1. Constructions based on Reed-Solomon codes 

Consider a (standard) cyclic Reed-Solomon (RS) code C(N,K) over GF(q). Let the gen-

erator polynomial be defined by 

𝑔(𝑥) = (𝑥−∝)(𝑥 −∝ ) … (𝑥 −∝ ) , 

where ∝∈ 𝐺𝐹(𝑞) has order N, 𝑁|(𝑞 − 1). The minimum code distance is known to be 

𝑑 = 𝑁 − 𝐾 + 1. We will denote by a polynomial 𝑎(𝑥) the 𝑗 − 1-degree polynomial 

with coefficients 𝑎 = 𝑎 , … , 𝑎  , 𝑎 ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)] . 

 Let 𝑚 ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)]  denote the message to be authenticated by an authenticator tag 

𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) with ECC capabilities. The parameters of the authenticator tag are as fol-

lows: 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)]  , where 𝑠 + 𝑧 = 𝑁, 𝑧 > 𝑁 − 𝐾, furthermore k stands for 

a one-time secret symmetric key. Let 𝑣 = 𝑧 − (𝑁 − 𝐾).  

 For a message m we generate authenticator tag 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) with the following al-

gorithm:  

 

Construction 1 

1. We choose a fresh MAC-generator polynomial  𝐺 (𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥)𝑔(𝑥), where v –

degree monic polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥)  is defined by choosing it’s set of roots 

{𝛽 , … , 𝛽 } such that  𝛽 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑣 are different randomly chosen elements from 

the set {𝐺𝐹(𝑞)\0}\{𝛼, … , ∝ }.  

2. We compute pre-MAC value 𝑀𝐴𝐶′ (𝑚)  as a polynomial remainder using the 

MAC-generator polynomial   

𝑀𝐴𝐶′ (𝑚)(𝑥) = − 𝑚(𝑥) ∙ 𝑥    𝑚𝑜𝑑  𝐺 (𝑥) 

3. We add random pad 𝑟 ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)] : 

𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) = 𝑀𝐴𝐶′ (𝑚) + 𝑟 

□ 
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Steps 2-3) in Construction 1 follow [20]. (Without applying step 3), by seeing the MAC’ 

value for messages with low Hamming weight an adversary might be able to reconstruct 

the MAC-generator polynomial.) Step 3) is stream encryption of the MAC segment. In 

a realization, such keystream could be generated by using the AES algorithm in counter 

mode. Note, because of Step 3) encryption is inherent in the construction, and privacy 

protection of the message can be achieved by “rolling the keystream over” both the 

message and the MAC parts of the packet.  

 In the analysis, we assume ideal one-time-key k and ideal random pad r. In other 

words, we analyze a hybrid MAC protocol ideal in these keys. The best strategy for an 

adversary in an attack against the hybrid MAC protocol is guessing. Essentially, in the 

analysis, we give upper bounds on this probability of guessing. In an application, this 

probability should be set negligible by appropriate selection of the parameters of the 

construction. In a (provably secure) realization the ideal keystream is substituted by a 

pseudorandom stream. For example, assuming that AES in CTR mode produces a pseu-

dorandom stream, a full-fledged MAC protocol with AES becomes a secure realization. 

  

Following publications [20], [21], the security of MAC constructs are measured with 

the following two characteristics: 𝜀-balanced property and e-error-forgery-resistance. 

 

Definition 1 [21]: The 𝜀-balanced property of MAC 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) means the following 

requirement: for all 𝑚 ≠ 0, 𝑚 ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)] , 𝑢 ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)]  

 

𝑃(𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) = 𝑢) ≤ 𝜀 

□ 

 

The intuition behind this definition is as follows. For an arbitrary but fixed, extended 

message (𝑚, 𝑢) we want to know the number of all MAC keys (alternatively all MAC 

generator polynomials 𝑓 (𝑥) that match the extended message, i.e. such that equality 

𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) = 𝑢 holds. Accordingly, probability 𝑃(𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) = 𝑢) is the probability 

that a randomly chosen key k matches. It follows that the probability that an adversary 

can reproduce MAC u by randomly choosing a key is bounded by 𝜀.  

 Proof-technically, the ε-balanced property is used as a pre-calculation for the prob-

ability of e-error-forgery-resistance. 

 Recall, when the code distance of the underlying ECC code is 2𝑒 + 1, the code can 

correct (symbol) errors with Hamming weight ≤ 𝑒. If (m, t) is a correct message–tag 

pair and (m’, t’) is another message–tag pair such that 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡((m, t) , (m’, t’)) ≤ 𝑒 

then “noisy” pair (m’, t’) is called an equivalent acceptable pair (due to the possibility 

of successful error correction).  
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Definition 2 [21]: 𝑀𝐴𝐶 (𝑚) provides e-error-forgery-resistance with probability 𝜖, 

if given any message-tag pair within distance e of a correct pair (m, t), no adversary 

succeeds by finding a pair (𝑚 , 𝑡 ), 𝑚 ≠ 𝑚 , 𝑑(𝑚, 𝑚 ) > 𝑒  such that the latter pair is 

an acceptable pair with probability larger than 𝜀. 

□ 

 

Note, forging an acceptable pair such that it is equivalent to a pair eavesdropped by a 

MIM adversary can be trivial simply by “adding limited noise”.  In contrast, Definition 

2 requires that the forged (and potentially noisy) pair must have a message part outside 

the e-radius of the message part of the correct pair underlying the eavesdropped pair 

(i.e. a forged authenticator tag must correspond to a new message).    

 

Properties of Construction 1 

Claim 1: Construction 1 is 𝜖-balanced with 

 

𝜀 ≤  (
/

)    (1) 

 

Example 1: Some typical evaluation results for Construction 1 are shown in Table 1. 

 
symbol 
size 
(byte) 

q N (symbols) message length 
(bits) 

v MAC size 
(bits) 

𝜀 
≤ 

4 232 28 ±1 ~ 213 3 96 2-72 
3 224 28 ±1 ~ 24∙28 4 96 2-64 
2 216 28 ±1 ~ 212 6 96 2-48 
2 216 28 ±1 ~ 212 7 112 2-56 

 

Table 1: Evaluation examples for Construction 1 
 
Proof of Claim 1:  For a given message m and tag candidate u, the number of different 
polynomials 𝐺 (𝑥)  such that 𝐺 (𝑥)  divides polynomial (𝑚||𝑢)(𝑥) , deg 𝐶(𝑥) ≤

𝑁 − 1 is at most 𝐾 − 1
𝑣

. To see this, note that the number of the different roots of 

𝐶(𝑥) in 𝐺𝐹(𝑞) is at most 𝑑𝑒𝑔 𝐶(𝑥) and among them, we have also the fixed N-K 
roots of ECC generator polynomial 𝑔(𝑥). Therefore, polynomials of type 𝑓 (𝑥) can 
take their roots from a set with size at most 𝑁 − 1 − (𝑁 − 𝐾) . 
 Since by Construction 1 the number of all possible MAC-generator polynomials 

𝐺 (𝑥) is 𝑞 − 1 − (𝑁 − 𝐾)
𝑣

 , we get upper bound 

 

𝜀 ≤
( )

=
(𝐾 − 1)(𝐾 − 2) … (𝐾 − 𝑣)

(𝑞 − ((𝑁 − 𝐾) + 1) … (𝑞 − ((𝑁 − 𝐾) + 𝑣))
 ≤ 

𝐾

(𝑞 − ((𝑁 − 𝐾) + 𝑣))
 ≤

1

 (𝑞/𝐾 − ((𝑁 − 𝐾) + 𝑣)/𝐾)
 

 
In the special but practical case when the length of the message is at least the length of 
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the parity segment (of the ECC), i.e. when inequality (𝑁 − 𝐾) + 𝑣 ≤ 𝐾 holds, we ar-
rive at the simple upper bound 

𝜀 ≤  . 

□ 

 

Claim 2: Construction 1 is e-error-forgery-resistant with probability 𝜀. 

 

Proof of Claim 2: Assume the adversary sees a transmitted codeword that may contain 

transmission errors. The adversary wants to find out the actual MAC-generator polyno-

mial (or equivalently the actual MAC-key) to fabricate a valid MAC for a fake message. 

The adversary first decodes the received word by using the decoding algorithm of the 

ECC. There are two cases.  

 Case 1: Assume the adversary can decode successfully the transmitted codeword 

𝐶(𝑥).  The actual MAC-generator polynomial will be in the set of all matching poten-

tial MAC-generator polynomials. Accordingly, the probability of successful guessing 

of the actual generator polynomial is bounded by probability 𝜀.  

 Case 2: Assume now that the number of errors is larger than e. Note also that if the 

number of errors is larger than e, then the ECC-decoder will decode some message 𝑚∗,

𝑚∗ ∈ [𝐺𝐹(𝑞)]  that is not a MAC-extended message (generated by some possible 

MAC-generator polynomial), in general. Even, if it happens to be a MAC-extended 

message, i.e. dividable by polynomials of type 𝑓 (𝑥) for some key k, the polynomial 

with the actual key k will not be in this set in general. It follows that the probability of 

successful guessing of the actual MAC-generator polynomial is bounded by probability 

𝜀 (typically much smaller).   

□ 

 

A version of Construction 1 

Note, upper bound (1) on probability 𝜀 for Construction 1 is meaningful only if N is a 

proper divisor of 𝑞 − 1. The numerical results in Example 1 correspond to such param-

eter settings.  

 We can eliminate such dependence on parameter settings by choosing the fields of 

roots for generator polynomials 𝑔(𝑥) and 𝑓 (𝑥) independently. The idea is to choose 

a sufficiently large extension field 𝐺𝐹(𝑞′) of field 𝐺𝐹(𝑞) for the generation of poly-

nomial 𝑓 (𝑥), to boost the magnitude of ratio 𝑞’/𝐾.  

 For the simplicity of the presentation, we formalize the idea for the specific case of 

𝑞 = 𝑞 . Minimal polynomials of the elements of field 𝐺𝐹(𝑞 ) over field 𝐺𝐹(𝑞) have 

degree 1 or 2 (divisors of 2). Minimal polynomials with degree 1 are those with roots 

in 𝐺𝐹(𝑞), i.e. those in set 𝐴 = {𝑥 − 𝛾: 𝛾 ∈ 𝐺𝐹(𝑞)}. Minimal polynomials with degree 

2 are in set 

𝐵 = {(𝑥 − 𝛽)(𝑥 − 𝛽 ): 𝛽 ∈ 𝐺𝐹(𝑞 )\𝐺𝐹(𝑞)}. 
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 The size of set B is (𝑞 − 𝑞)/2. Recall, minimal polynomials are irreducible. We 

will choose the factors of 𝑓 (𝑥) randomly from set B. We modify Construction 1 in its 

first step as shown below: 

 

Construction 2 

1) We choose a fresh MAC-generator polynomial  𝐺 (𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥)𝑔(𝑥), where v –

degree polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) is defined as the product of v/2 different randomly cho-

sen elements from set B.   

□ 

 

Properties of Construction 2 

Claim 3: Construction 2 is 𝜀 -balanced with 

 

𝜀 ≤
( )𝒗/𝟐

      (2) 

 

Proof of Claim 3: The number of different polynomials fk(x) is 
(𝑞 − q)/2

𝑣/2
. For a 

given message m and tag candidate u, the number of different polynomials 𝐺 (𝑥) such 

that 𝐺 (𝑥) divides polynomial (𝑚||𝑢)(𝑥) is at most 
𝐾′/2
𝑣/2

, where K’=K-1. Indeed, 

the maximum is reached if (𝑚||𝑢)(𝑥) = 𝐹(𝑥)𝑔(𝑥), where K’-degree polynomial 𝐹(𝑥) 
is a product of different elements from set B. Whence for the probability 𝜀 we get the 
following upper bound 
 

𝜀 ≤

 
𝐾′/2
𝑣/2

(𝑞 − q)/2

𝑣/2

≤
( − 1) ∙∙∙ ( − + 1)

( − 1) ∙∙∙ ( − + 1)
≤ 

 
𝐾′(𝐾′ − 2) ∙∙∙ (𝐾′ − 𝑣 + 2)

(𝑞 − q)(𝑞 − q − 2) ∙∙∙ (𝑞 − q − v + 2)
≤

𝑞(𝑞 − 2) ∙∙∙ (𝑞 − 𝑣 + 2)

(𝑞 − q)(𝑞 − q − 2) ∙∙∙ (𝑞 − q − v + 2)
 

 

≤
𝑞 /

(𝑞 − q)(𝑞 − q − 2) ∙∙∙ (𝑞 − q − v + 2)
≤ 

 
1

(𝑞 − 1)(𝑞 − 1 − )(𝑞 − 1 − ) ∙∙∙ (𝑞 − 1 − )
≤

1

(𝑞 − 1 − )𝒗/𝟐
≤

1

(𝑞 − 2)𝒗/𝟐
 

                
 

where in the last step we used inequality 1 +  ≤ 2.  

□ 

 

Claim 4: Construction 1 is e-error-forgery-resistant with probability 𝜀. 

 

The proof logic of Claim 4 is similar to the proof Claim 2.  
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Example 2: Some typical evaluation results for Construction 2 are shown in Table 2. 

 

Case N=q-1 (primitive ECC code-length) 

 
symbol 
size 
(byte) 

q N  
(symbols) 

message length 
(bits) 

v MAC size 
(bits) 

𝜀 ≤ 

4 232 232 -1 32∙N 4 128 2-64 
2 216 216 -1 16∙N 6 96 2-48 
2 216 216 -1 16∙N 8 128 2-64 
1 28 28-1 8∙N 14 112 2-56 

 
       Case N|q-1 
 

symbol 
size 
(byte) 

q N  
(symbols) 

message length 
(bits) 

v MAC size 
(bits) 

𝜀 ≤ 

4 232 216 ±1 ~221 4 128 2-96 
2 216 28 ±1 ~212 6 96 2-72 
2 216 28 ±1 ~212 8 128 2-96 

 
Table2: Evaluation examples for Construction 2 

 

3.2. Construction based on BCH codes 

We recall the definition of the generator polynomial of a BCH code over 𝐺𝐹(𝑞). For 

block-length 𝑁 = 𝑞 − 1, for some n the generator polynomial 𝑔(𝑥) of an e-error cor-

recting BCH code over 𝐺𝐹(𝑞) is constructed by the following algorithm: 

1. Choose a prime polynomial of degree n (with root ∝) and construct 𝐺𝐹(𝑞 ). 

2. Find fj(x), the minimal polynomial of ∝  for 𝑗 = 1, … ,2𝑒. 

3. 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝐿𝐶𝑀[𝑓 (𝑥), … , 𝑓 (𝑥)]     

 

Accordingly, 𝑁 − 𝐾 = deg (𝑔(𝑥)) ≤ 2𝑒𝑛, where K is the message length. As the most 

important practical case is the binary (𝑞 = 2), subsequently we assume binary BCH code. 

(The construction can be applied to the general value of q straightforwardly).    

 We will choose the keyed-polynomial  𝑓 (𝑥) to be the product of different irreduci-

ble polynomials randomly chosen from the set of all irreducible polynomials with a given 

degree (degree n) over 𝐺𝐹(𝑞). Recall, here we have a big and a small field, 𝐺𝐹(𝑄), 𝑄 =

𝑞  and 𝐺𝐹(𝑞), respectively. The big field is the field of roots for the generator polyno-

mial, the small one is the field of the coefficients of codewords.   

 We also recall that the number of all binary monic irreducible polynomials of degree 

n over a field with q elements is given by 

𝐼 (𝑛) =
1

𝑛
𝜇(𝑑)2 /

|
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where μ is the Möbius function and the sum is over all positive integers (i) that divide n. A 

well known good estimation on the number of such polynomials is .  

The first step of Construction 3 is shown below: 

 

Construction 3 

The algorithm for the generation of the authenticator tag of length z for a message m with 

length ≤ 𝑁 − 𝑧 over 𝐺𝐹(2), when the ECC-code is BCH is the same as in Construction 

1 except Step 1 that is as follows: 

1. We choose a fresh MAC-generator polynomial 𝐺 (𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑥)𝑔(𝑥) with degree z, 

where component polynomial 𝑓 (𝑥) with degree 𝜈 = 𝜈 𝑛, 𝜈 = 𝑧 − (𝑁 − 𝐾) is de-

fined by randomly choosing a set of number v’ different irreducible polynomial from 

the set of all irreducible polynomials over 𝐺𝐹(2) with degree n.  
□ 
 
Properties of Construction 3 
 
Claim 5: The BCH-construction is 𝜀-balanced with  
 

− 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜀) ≤ (𝑣’ − 1)𝑛 – [(𝑣’ − 1)𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑛) + 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑣’ − 1)! + 1] 
 
Example 3: Some typical evaluation results for Construction 3 are shown in Table 3. 

 
Q N  

(bits) 
message length 
(bits) 

v’ MAC size 
(bits) 

𝜀 ≤ 

216 216 -1 ~216 6 96 2-52 
224 224 -1 ~224 6 144 2-98 

 
Table3: Evaluation examples for Construction 3 

 

Proof of Claim 5: For a given message m and tag candidate u, the number of different  

polynomials 𝐺 (𝑥)  such that 𝐺 (𝑥)  divides polynomial (𝑚||𝑢)(𝑥)  is at most  , 

where K’ = K − 1. Indeed, the maximum is attained if polynomial (𝑚||𝑢)(𝑥) is a prod-
uct of different n-degree irreducible polynomials over 𝐺𝐹(2). As we know the number of 
all possible keyed-polynomials 𝑓 (𝑥) we get  

𝜀 ≤
𝐼 (𝑛)

𝑣

 

 

Using the approximation cited above on the number of irreducible polynomials over 

𝐺𝐹(2) we can show that probability ε can be bounded by a quantity that decreases expo-

nentially in parameter n. This means that by choosing the big field 𝐺𝐹(2 ) large enough 

we can set arbitrarily small probability ε. With approximation 𝐼 (n)~2 /n and straight-

forward algebra, we get the claim. 

□ 
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Claim 6: The above BCH-code based MAC-construction is e-error-forgery-resistant with 

probability 𝜖. 

 

The proof logic of Claim 6 is similar to the proof Claim 2.  

 

We can consider a construction (a parameter setting) better if probability 𝜖 is lower as-

suming equal sizes of MAC (in bits). In other words, we measure this quality with the ratio  

 

−𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜀)/ MAC size 

 

Using this measure according to the evaluation examples we get the following order be-

tween the constructions. The best is Construction 2 for settings of 𝑁|(𝑞 − 1) (0.75), the 

second is Construction 3 and Construction 1 (0.61 and 0.604, respectively), and the third 

is Construction 2 for 𝑁 = 𝑞 − 1 (primitive length code). Equivalently, Construction 2 

provides the largest effective (MAC) key size.    

4. Conclusions 

Our main goal was to show, that provably secure MAC with lightened computational com-

plexity and adjustable parameters can be generated with concrete proofs of security.  

 The reader might ask: Why this great complication with proofs when we could simply 

take say half of a “strong” 128-bit AES-based CBC-MAC (and use it as an element in a 

lightweight authentication approach as several papers do)? Such truncation of the transmit-

ted MAC is an ad-hoc practice, there are no guarantees just guesses and expectations (even 

if the initial, full-length MAC would be provably secure). In contrast to similar ad-hoc 

approaches in the field of Vehicular On-Board IT Systems we present formal proofs for 

security guarantees. We provide practical bounds on the applied security measure where 

the formulae depend on the parameters of the constructions. Naturally, the important secu-

rity measure in the case of a MAC construction is the resistance to forgery attacks. 

 When the one-time stream is realized with AES-CTR mode keystream it remains even 

quantum secure when the key length of the underlying AES is doubled [18]. Post-quantum 

security may be a decisive advantage even in near future.  

 A significant portion of computations (one-time pads, MAC keys, MAC generator 

polynomials) can be carried out off-line by precomputations. The on-line computation 

complexity of MAC is essentially equivalent to a CRC computation over the field the MAC 

is constructed. Generation and verification of the MAC can be started as the first message 

elements arrive, i.e. there is no need to wait for the full message to arrive.  

 Instead of error detection and automatic retransmissions, it is better to have an option 

of error correction capability. The error control code can run in error detection mode, and 

when an erroneous packet is detected there are two options, retransmission or error cor-

rection. The built-in option improves the latency properties.  

 We presented a set of versions of the construction with an adjustable set of parameters 
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as well as formulae for the evaluation of their security performance.  This provides the 

advantage that in concrete applications with corresponding concrete values for size/secu-

rity parameters the designer can find a matching construction from our set.  

 We presented a set of numerical evaluation examples (Table 1-3) showing that our 

constructions meet the expectations with respect the dimensions and security for the in-

tended field of application. An implementation can essentially use the well-established and 

computationally optimized tools error control technology, e.g. the complexity of GF(q) 

operations (multiplication, inversion) can be drastically decreased by using look-up tables 

(LUTs) [22] or light-weight Galois Field (GF) processor in case of HW-supported solutions 

[23].   
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